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Abstract Using homogeneous lean mixtures is an efficient way to reduce fuel
consumption and pollutant emissions in internal combustion engines. However,
lean combustion requires breakthrough technologies to induce reliable ignition and
fast combustion. One of these technologies uses pre-chamber to create multiple hot
turbulent jets and provide ignition sites for the lean mixture. In this paper, the
behaviour of a pre-chamber ignition system used to ignite the main chamber of
a real engine is studied using large eddy simulation with direct integration of
analytically reduced chemistry using the dynamic thickened flame model. The
large eddy simulation allows to analyze the flow entering and leaving the pre-
chamber, to measure the cooling and quenching effects introduced by the hot gas
passages through the ducts connecting pre- and main chambers and to analyze
the ignition and combustion sequences. For the case studied here, small amount
of flame kernels are exhausted from the pre-chamber. Hot products penetrate the
main chamber, disperse and mix with the fresh reactants and lead to ignition.
The combustion in the main chamber starts in a distributed reaction mode before
reaching a flamelet propagation mode.
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1 Introduction

Transport almost entirely relies on Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) burning
petroleum-derived fuel. While the global demand for transport energy is large and
is increasing, changing transport policy and improving ICE is of major importance
because of the climate and pollution impact on earth. One way to improve ICE
is to use homogeneous lean combustion. Indeed, this is one of the most promising
paths to reduce specific fuel consumption and exhaust pollutant emissions [9]. It
offers better efficiency through lower pumping losses, lower heat losses and higher
heat capacity ratio in comparison with stoichiometric combustion. Homogeneous
lean combustion also produces low pollutant emissions. However, lower burning
velocities and harder ignition prevent classical spark ignition engines to be op-
erated in very lean regimes [36,25]: spark ignition of lean mixture causes erratic
combustion, misfires and partial burns. Thus, burning homogeneous lean mixture
still remains a major challenge that requires breakthrough technologies to ignite
the mixture and produce fast combustion. Experiments [22,14,15,2,39] show that
pre-chamber ignition systems can pave the way towards lean combustion in ICE.
These systems produce multiple high energy ignition sources and turbulence injec-
tion which result in a reliable ignition and a fast combustion of the main charge.
This pushes back the air dilution limit, which is due to misfires, partial burns and
cycle-to-cycle combustion variations. Furthermore, the fast combustion induced
by these systems not only directly increases engine efficiency but also allows to
increase the knock limited compression ratio which further increases the engine
efficiency.

In pre-chamber ignition systems, an auxiliary charge is ignited inside a smaller
pre-chamber linked to the main chamber by multiple ducts. Combustion inside the
pre-chamber creates a pressure increase due to thermal expansion. The pressure
difference between the two chambers creates a flow out of the pre-chamber, which
forces the flame and the hot products to be pushed out into the main chamber,
igniting the main charge through a complex coupling of fluid mechanics, thermal
effects and chemical kinetics. Depending on the pre-chamber mixture composition
and the duct sizes, the flame entering the main chamber can be quenched or
not [44,4]. Furthermore, the hot products can result from complete or incomplete
combustion. In the last case, the presence of highly reactive radicals may directly
promote chain branching reactions and thus ignition.

A few academic configurations have been used to study pre-chamber jet ignition
mechanisms. Yamaguchi et al. [44] experimentally studied ignition and burning
processes in a divided chamber bomb. Depending on the duct size, which was found
to have a major effect on the jet structure, four ignition and burning patterns were
identified: “I, chemical chain ignition and well dispersed burning; II, composite
ignition and well-dispersed burning followed by wrinkled laminar burning; III,
flame kernel torch ignition and wrinkled laminar burning; IV, flame front torch
ignition and wrinkled laminar burning”. This study was the first to provide details
on the different jet structures and combustion patterns. More recently, Biswas
et al. [4] experimentally confirmed that the pre-chamber flame can be quenched
due to heat loss and/or high stretch rate while combustion products still ignite
the main chamber. This mechanism is called jet ignition in opposition to the
mechanism of flame ignition, which simply involves a jet of wrinkled turbulent
flames. Fei et al. [11] computationally studied ignition mechanisms using Direct
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Numerical Simulation (DNS) in a simplified constant volume divided chambers
system. Interaction between pre- and main chambers was precisely described. The
processes governing ignition and flame propagation were also highlighted. The
chemical effect of the pre-chamber jet on the combustion in the main chamber was
examined: it was found that combustion in the pre-chamber affects the combustion
in the main chamber by providing radicals and combustion intermediates and by
enriching the lean mixture in the main chamber due to unburned fuel coming
from the pre-chamber. These academic studies are essential to build a substantial
knowledge on pre-chamber ignition behaviour. The question then arises: how does
pre-chamber ignition behave in a real engine?

In this study, Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is used as a tool to investigate
pre-chamber ignition system behaviour in a real ICE configuration, where:

– the spark Ignition Timing (IT) has a crucial effect on pre-chamber ignition and
flame propagation;

– the aerodynamic flow created during the compression phase affects combustion
in both chambers;

– the piston motion directly impacts the pressure difference between the two
chambers.

Only an LES of a full engine can address these issues correctly. From a numerical
point of view, this involves multiple challenges:

– The flame issuing from the ducts connecting the two chambers may be
quenched because of flame/wall interaction so that an healthy active flame
may actually never enter the main chamber. Heat losses to the walls must then
be correctly predicted.

– If no flame kernel enters the main chamber, the hot jet may not ignite the
main chamber right away [44,4] but may still be able to induce ignition later:
pre-chamber products can enter the main chamber as a jet entraining the
surrounding fluid, mix with the fresh premixed gases and eventually ignite
the main chamber after a chemical ignition time. This suggests that a proper
numerical description of these phenomena requires a sophisticated description
of chemistry.

– The main chamber ignition involves mixing between turbulent jets of hot com-
bustion products and compressed fresh premixed gases. This implies that, in
addition to a reasonably complete description of chemistry, an advanced model
for Turbulence-Chemistry Interaction (TCI) is also needed.

This paper shows that a massively parallel LES can be used to study all phases con-
trolling the ignition of an ICE by a pre-chamber fed with a separated fuel injector.
LES is used to simulate the compression and combustion phases of a single engine
cycle at a single operating point. A Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
simulation is used to produce an initial solution for the LES at Intake Valve Clos-
ing (IVC). First, pre-chamber filling by fresh mixture and fuel is investigated to
analyze the flow and the fuel stratification in the pre-chamber. Then, aerother-
mochemical processes are studied to analyze the pre-chamber combustion, the
flow through the ducts connecting the two chambers, the composition of the jets
entering the main chamber and the ignition and combustion modes of the main
chamber.
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Fig. 1: Sketch of the simulated engine and timing
diagram.

Table 1: Engine properties and
thermodynamic conditions in-
side the cylinder at IVC.

values units

Bore 76 · 10−3 m

Stroke 90 · 10−3 m

vcr 15.721 −
V TDCmc /Vpc 26.73 −
d1 & d3 1.2 · 10−3 m

d2 & d4 0.9 · 10−3 m

λmeanIV C 1.5 −
PmeanIV C 2.6 · 105 Pa

TmeanIV C 373 K

2 Operating point

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the simulated engine associated with its timing diagram.
The pre-chamber has been designed to optimize filling and discharge [30]. Table 1
shows geometric properties and thermodynamic conditions inside the cylinder of
the turbocharged engine at IVC. vcr is the volumetric compression ratio, Vpc is
the volume of the pre-chamber, V TDCmc is the volume of the main chamber at Top
Dead Centre (TDC), di is the diameter of the duct i (the 4 ducts do not have
the same diameter). Walls are kept at a constant temperature of 420 K (specified
by engine manufacturer). Propane is used as fuel for both intake lean premixed
mixture and pre-chamber additional fuelling. Gaseous fuel injection inside the pre-
chamber starts immediately after IVC at the beginning of the compression phase
to avoid the requirement of high pressure injection which can lead to liquefaction.

3 Chemistry description

Because of the importance of chemistry in the process of ignition by hot prod-
ucts [11,1,44], using an accurate description of chemistry containing interme-
diate species is mandatory. Schemes derived from Analytically Reduced Chem-
istry (ARC) meet this need [13,12]. Here the ARC scheme is constructed using
the YARC tool [32], which includes skeletal reduction and quasi-steady state ap-
proximation replacing transport equations of highly reactive species by analytical
expressions of their concentrations. Hence, the number of transported species is
reduced enabling such chemical schemes to be used for LES keeping the computa-
tional cost at an affordable level [23,38,13].

Reduction process of the propane chemistry starts from the San Diego mech-
anism [35,41,34]. Since the work of Prince et al. [35], low temperature chemistry
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Fig. 2: Laminar flame speed
(S0
L) and ignition time (τi)

function of initial pressure,
fresh gases temperature and
fuel air equivalence ratio Φ
for both the San Diego mech-
anism ( ) and the ARC
( ). Fresh gases follow an
isentropic compression from
mean pressure and tempera-
ture inside the engine at IVC.

is taken into account, enabling this mechanism to be used widely. Furthermore, it
has been validated against scarce available experimental data [35,41], allowing us
to take it as a reference.

For the reduction process, laminar one-dimensional flames and zero-
dimensional reactors are chosen as canonical cases in order to produce accuracy-
preserving targets (laminar flame speed S0

L, ignition time τi as well as the evolu-
tion of CO, CO2, OH species and heat release). The range of targeted operating
conditions follows an isentropic compression from initial mean pressure and tem-
perature inside the engine at IVC. Fuel air equivalence ratio Φ goes from 0.5 to
2.0. The final ARC scheme contains 32 species (11 of them in quasi-steady state)
and 153 reactions. Figure 2 presents the evolution of the laminar flame speed and
the ignition time over the range of operating conditions for both the San Diego
mechanism and the ARC. The ARC scheme is in good agreement with the detailed
one. Furthermore, the plateau of ignition time evolution is well reproduced, which
demonstrates that both low and high temperature chemistries have been preserved
during the reduction process.

4 Turbulence-chemistry interaction model

During flame propagation, the flame thickness of a premixed front in the con-
ditions of the operating point considered here varies between 5 and 25 µm, so
that a full DNS of this reactive flow is impossible. It is necessary to introduce
a model for the interaction between turbulence and chemistry. The TCI model
used here is the thickened flame model combined with an effiency function. It has
been widely used for gas turbines [40,18,16], explosions [37,43] and piston engines
[10,19]. More precisely, TCI is modeled thanks to the dynamic formulation of the
thickened flame model for LES [6]. The Charlette model [5] is used to take into
account both the subgrid scale effects and the impact of flame thickening over
flame wrinkling through an efficiency function based on direct numerical simula-
tions. The efficiency function is estimated from an algebraic expression derived
assuming an equilibrium between turbulence motions and flame front wrinkling.
Input parameters such as laminar flame speed and flame thickness are tabulated
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before calculation and locally estimated as a function of local pressure, fresh gas
temperature and equivalence ratio using atoms conservation and Bilger weighted
definition for mixture fraction [3]. Such an estimation is mandatory because pres-
sure, temperature and equivalence ratio are changing over space and time.

The flame sensor used for the dynamic formulation of the thickened flame model
is based on the local value of heat release ω̇T . As discussed in [27], during auto-
ignition, the flame sensor can be triggered and inhibit the auto-ignition process
by applying a thickening factor F which increases diffusion and decreases species
source terms. Thus, the flame sensor should only be triggered when a propagating
flame is established. For that, following [27], a sensor with a threshold value based
on the progress variable is build

S =
1

4

[
1− tanh

(
K1

(
Ω0 −K2ω̇T

Ω0

))] [
1− tanh

(
K3

(
cthr − c

))]
, (1)

where Ki are positive constant parameters, Ω0 is the laminar flame maximum heat
release, cthr the progress variable threshold value parameter and c the progress
variable based on CO and CO2 mass fraction

c =
YCO + YCO2

(YCO + YCO2
)eq

, (2)

where eq stand for equilibrium value. Y eqk and Ω0 are tabulated before calculation

and locally estimated. S is not triggered when c < cthr which allows not to alter
the auto-ignition process before completion and transition to a propagating flame.

5 Numerical setup

The solver used for the present LES is an explicit cell-vertex massively-parallel
code solving the compressible multi-species Navier-Stokes equations called AVBP
[42,17]. To solve the LES equations over the unstructured mesh, a fully explicit
two step Taylor-Galerkin numerical scheme is used [7] which offers third order
accuracy in space and time on arbitrary unstructured meshes. Full description of
filtered LES equations can be found in [18]. Filtered viscous terms are modeled
via a gradient assumption, species diffusion fluxes rely on Hirschfelder and Curtis
approximation [20]. Species Schmidt numbers are constant but non-equal for each
species. Prandtl number is assumed to be constant. Subgrid scale diffusive heat and
species fluxes are modeled with constant Prandtl and Schmidt turbulent numbers.
Viscosity follows a power law function of temperature. The effects of unresolved
small-scale fluid motions are modelled using the WALE [31] subgrid-scale model.
Wall boundary layer behaviour is modelled with a classical linear or logarithmic law
of the wall depending on the value of the dimensionless variable for wall-distance
y+. Pre-chamber spark ignition is modeled thanks to the energy deposition model
[24] which distributes energy inside a sphere of radius 1.5 mm.

5.1 Mesh characteristics

Different meshes are used to compute the whole simulation. All these meshes are
body fitted and match perfectly the engine geometry. The number of elements
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Z1

Z2
Z3

Z4

Z5

Z6

Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6

AERO 60 40 25 50 400 400

COMB pc 35 35 25 50 100 350

COMB mc 80 60 25 40 65 130

Mesh characteristic cell sizes [µm]

Fig. 3: Overview of the computational domain using a plane cut normal to the x
axis, intersecting duct 1 and 3 by their axis. Different mesh zones Z1 to Z6 are
defined with different characteristic cell sizes.

and the resolution of each of these meshes vary strongly during the simulation
according to the piston position and the physics considered. Figure 3 shows a
detailed view of the computational domain as well as the characteristic cell sizes
used. Six mesh zones Z1 to Z6 are considered whose resolution changes according
to three grid setups: AERO, COMBpc and COMBmc.

– The AERO grid setup is used before pre-chamber spark ignition. During this
phase, a good resolution of the flow and turbulence inside the pre-chamber is
required (mesh zones Z1 and Z2). A fine resolution of the main chamber is not
needed and only the biggest eddies are resolved in the mesh zones Z5 and Z6.

– The COMBpc grid setup is used from pre-chamber spark ignition to pre-
chamber hot gases ejection. The pre-chamber zones Z1 and Z2 are refined
to reduce the impact of the models on the flame development. The resolution
in the main chamber zones Z4 to Z6 are also increased to allow an accurate
description of the turbulent jets coming from the pre-chamber.

– The COMBmc grid setup is used during the ignition and the combustion of
the main chamber. The mesh resolution is reduced in the pre-chamber and
increased in the main chamber, especially in the zones Z4 and Z5 where the
mechanism of jet ignition is expected to happen.

The mesh zone Z3 has a constant fine resolution to allow a precise description
of the flow in the ducts throughout the simulation: 48 and 36 points are used to
discretize the diameter of the ducts 1 and 3 (1.2 mm) and the ducts 2 and 4 (0.9
mm), respectively. During the whole simulation, the dimensionless wall-distance
y+ reaches a maximum value of 150 wall units in the ducts. This ensures that the
law-of-the-wall remains in its domain of validity as needed for a correct evaluation
of pressure losses between the pre- and main chambers. The meshes contain from
50 to 300 million cells depending on the piston position and the grid setup. The
number of cells as a function of Crank Angle Degree (CAD) is displayed in Fig. 4.
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5.2 Moving mesh and automatic remeshing

During the whole simulation, valves are fixed in closed position but the piston is
moving: the resolution of the Navier-Stokes equations on a moving mesh is achieved
using the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) method [21]. Numerical schemes
are written in order to take into account displacement and deformation of cells. To
preserve a high accuracy, the LES is stopped when the cell distorsion is considered
too high [28] and the solution is remapped onto a new cleaner mesh, conserving
characteristic cell sizes (Fig. 3). This is done fourteen times during the simulation,
using remeshing and interpolation [29] which are performed automatically thanks
to the Mmg remeshing library [8]. Figure 5 shows the computational costs of the
simulation: the additional computational cost associated with automatic remeshing
is negligible.

5.3 High performance computing

The simulation is performed using 3600 to 7200 Message Passing Interface (MPI)
tasks on the Irene1 BullSequana X1000 supercomputer. It is equipped with 1656
Intel Skylake 8168 bi-processors nodes at 2,7 GHz. Each processor consists of 24
cores and 192 GB of DDR4 memory per node. All processors are connected via an
InfiniBand EDR interconnect.

In order to reduce the computational cost, the AERO computation is done
using only 5 species: C3H8, O2, N2, CO2 and H2O, without solving chemistry
reactions. This is allowed by the condition of pressure and temperature which ex-
clude auto-ignition events during this simulation phase. The chemical composition
is thus frozen. Thanks to this strategy combined with a relative low number of
cells, the AERO computation accounts for only 6% of the total computational cost
despite its comparatively long duration (Fig. 5). The combustion phases COMBpc

and COMBmc are the major contributors to the computational cost. Figure 4
shows the evolution of the reduced efficiency, defined as

redeff =
ncores · telapsed
nit · ncell · neq

, (3)

where ncores is the number of cores used, telapsed is the time elapsed during the
computation, nit is the number of iterations, ncell is the number of cells and neq is
the number of equations included in the system of Navier-Stokes equations solved.
This index measures the efficiency of the computation and should not change with
increasing ncell and neq. The maximum variation from the average value is of the
order of 10% during each of the three simulation phases. The low deviation of
redeff during these simulation phases shows the good behaviour of the numerical
solver, as ncell changes over time. The increase of redeff between AERO and
COMB computations is due to the computation of the chemical reactions and the
TCI model.

1 http://www-hpc.cea.fr/en/complexe/tgcc-Irene.htm

http://www-hpc.cea.fr/en/complexe/tgcc-Irene.htm
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Fig. 4: Evolution of the number of cells ( )
and reduced efficiency ( ) during the simula-
tion.

Fig. 5: Computational cost of the
simulation phases and remesh-
ing (mhs = millions hours, hs =
hours).

6 Pre-chamber filling during compression phase

This section describes the LES results from IVC (-108 CAD) to pre-chamber spark
IT (-10 CAD). During this phase, the piston moves up and the pre-chamber is filled
by fresh gases coming from the main chamber at an air fuel equivalence ratio of
λ = 1.5. In addition, from the Start Of Injection (SOI) (-108 CAD) to the End Of
Injection (EOI) (-70 CAD), the additional fuelling system (Fig. 1) adds pure fuel
to achieve a near stoichiometric mixture inside the pre-chamber at IT.

Figure 6 shows the evolution of mixture characteristics inside the pre-chamber
during the compression phase. The global air fuel equivalence ratio of the pre-
chamber λpc (based on the mass of oxidizer and fuel trapped inside the pre-
chamber) significantly decreases during pure fuel injection, then increases because
of dilution by fresh gases coming from the main chamber to reach λpc ' 1 at IT (-
10 CAD). Even if the target of a stoichiometric pre-chamber is reached on average,
the standard deviation of λ predicted by the LES inside the pre-chamber shows
high values which means high segregation of the mixture. Figure 7 illustrates this
segregation: the rich mixture is located at the top of the pre-chamber, pushed and
confined by the flow of fresh gases coming from the main chamber with limited
mixing. At −10.5 CAD, just before spark IT, λ goes from 1.5 in the flow coming
from the main chamber to 0.4 in the interstices between the ground electrode and
the main chamber, where mixing is poor. Rich pockets may not burn, lead to slow
combustion and produce pollutant emissions. To better quantify the mixture com-
position at the location of spark ignition, the air fuel equivalence ratio inside a
sphere of radius 2 mm located at ignition center λi is plotted over time in Fig. 6.
λi reaches an air fuel equivalence ratio around 0.75 before ignition, which means
that spark ignition takes place in a rich but flammable mixture.

Figure 6 also shows the evolution of the mass fraction of residuals gases trapped
inside the pre-chamber Y pcR . At IVC (-108 CAD), residuals inside the pre-chamber
are already diluted (Y pcR ' 0.4) which shows that the intake phase plays a role in
the pre-chamber filling. During the compression phase, Y pcR significantly decreases
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viation of air fuel equivalence
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Fig. 7: Plane cut normal to the x
axis (left), y axis (right) intersecting
the ducts by their axis at −10.5 CAD
coloured by the air fuel equivalence ra-
tio λ with an iso-contour of stoichiomet-
ric equivalence ratio ( ).
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Fig. 8: Plane cut normal to the x
axis (left), y axis (right) intersecting
the ducts by their axis at −10.5 CAD
coloured by the residuals mass fraction
YR.

to reach Y pcR ' 0.025 just before spark IT (-10 CAD): the mass of residuals is
negligible in comparison with the mass of fresh gases. Figure 8 shows the field
of residuals mass fraction YR inside the pre-chamber at −10.5 CAD, just before
spark IT. Regions of high YR can inhibit combustion and are located between the
interstices created by the spark plug, where the mixture is also very rich because
of the poor mixing.

The analysis of the field of equivalence ratio and residuals inside the pre-
chamber leads to a common conclusion: for the present design, mixing could be sig-
nificantly improved to produce a more homogeneous charge inside the pre-chamber
and dilute residuals. This can be achieved by reducing crevices and creating a spe-
cial flow pattern.

7 Aerothermochemistry processes during combustion phase

This section describes the LES results obtained for the combustion phase from the
pre-chamber spark ignition (-10 CAD) to the full consumption of the charge.
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7.1 Global behaviour

Figure 9 shows the pressure evolution inside the pre- and main chambers, as well
as the pressure ratio between the two chambers, the global Burnt Fraction (BF)
and the CAx which represent the crank angle at which x% of the amount of fuel
available have been burnt (i.e. BF = x%). Local BF and CAx inside pre-chamber
and main chamber are shown in Fig. 10. After chemical run away time and kernel
growth, 10% of the available charge inside the pre-chamber has been burnt at −1.7
CAD. Because of combustion inside a semi-confined small volume, the pressure in
the pre-chamber increases quickly: first, the flame consumption speed increases
with isentropic compression of fresh gases; second, fresh gases are pushed out of
the pre-chamber through the ducts. These two phenomena produce a fast increase
of BFpc until approximatively CA50pc. Later, the pre-chamber combustion suffers
from near wall combustion and heat losses inside the small volume as well as local
rich mixture combustion due to mixture segregation which slows down the BFpc

growth. The pressure ratio between the chambers reaches a maximum value of 1.61
which produces vigorous turbulent jets. 11 CAD after spark IT, the first hot gases
cross the ducts and enter the main chamber: Hot Gases Ejection (HGE) happens
around 1 CAD. Turbulent jets of hot products successfully ignite the main chamber
and 10% and 90% of the available charge inside the main chamber is burnt at 7.7
and 25.3 CAD, respectively. This demonstrates that lean mixtures can be burnt
within a short time using such pre-chamber ignition system, as expected for this
device.

7.2 Jets properties

Figures 11 and 12 show ducts characteristic quantities integrated through a surface
(illustrated in Fig. 11) normal to the ducts, located at the outlet (main chamber
side). Figure 11 displays aerodynamics properties while Fig. 12 focuses on mixture
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composition. Any variable ξ surface mean reads

〈ξ〉 =
1

S

∫∫
S
ξdS, (4)

where S is the surface of integration. The total enthalpy flow in Fig. 11 is defined
as

Ḣt =

∫∫
S
ρhtu · nSdS, (5)

where ρ is the density, ht is the total enthalpy per unit mass, u is the flow speed,
nS is the normal to the surface S. The Reynolds number Re is calculated using
surface mean values of density ρ, normal speed Un and temperature T for viscos-
ity calculation. Jet Reynolds numbers reach values up to 105 during fresh gases
ejection and quickly fall during hot gases ejection due to the increase in viscos-
ity. However, all jets remain turbulent. Although the pressure ratio between the
chambers reaches high values up to 1.6 (Fig. 9), it does not reach the theoretical
critical choked pressure ratio of 1.85 estimated with a constant heat capacity ratio
γ = 1.33 and no shock is observed: surface mean normal Mach numbers reach val-
ues up to 0.75 while normal speeds go over 600 m/s. Turbulent Jet Ignition (TJI)
starts when the first pre-chamber hot gases penetrate the main chamber (HGE)
and ends when the pressure ratio between the two chambers becomes unity (mass
flow becomes zero). TJI duration is about 9 CAD (Fig. 11). The total enthalpy
flow reaches values up to 23 kW for the two bigger ducts and 12 kW for the
smaller ones. This is a huge flow of energy in comparison with a classical spark
plug. For example, a classical spark plug with a nominal electrical energy of 100
mJ and an overall duration of 400 µs produces an overall theoretical transfer of
energy to the mixture of 0.25 kW , without taking into account conductive and
radiative losses. Figure 12 reveals that the composition of the hot gases produced
by the pre-chamber to ignite the main chamber varies considerably during the TJI
process. An intermediates mass fraction can be introduced to analyze the mixture
composition:

YI = 1− (YC3H8
+ YO2

+ YCO2
+ YH2O + YN2

) . (6)

The composition of the hot gases jets during TJI can be divided in three parts
(Fig. 12), whose exact limits are dependent on the duct considered:

1. Intermediate products of lean combustion (due to the pre-chamber flame) are
exhausted through the ducts between approximatively 1 and 4 CAD where
0.1 < 〈c〉 < 0.9. Even if there is a mean stoichiometric mixture inside the pre-
chamber, the first hot products to be exhausted, are produced by combustion
of the lean gases initially present in the main chamber which flowed through
the ducts during the compression phase. It follows a simple rule: the last gases
to be entered in the pre-chamber are the first to be ejected and they control
the initiation of the combustion in the main chamber.

2. Complete products of lean combustion are exhausted from approximatively 4
to 7 CAD. The mass fraction of intermediate species is very small compared
to the other phases.

3. Incomplete products of rich combustion previously trapped in the upper part
of the pre-chamber are then exhausted through the ducts except for duct 4.
These incomplete combustion products cause an increase in the intermediates
mass fraction YI of the exhausted gases.
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Integration surfaces

Fig. 11: Evolution of total enthalpy flow, mean normal speed, surface mean tem-
perature, Reynolds number, mean normal Mach number and mass flow through
the outlet of the ducts. Sketch of the integration surfaces used to compute the
quantities (bottom right).

When the main chamber pressure becomes higher than the pre-chamber pres-
sure at 10 CAD (Fig. 9), back-flow occurs: TJI ends. The lean main chamber
mixture composed of flame kernels is convected back into the pre-chamber which
contains hot products of incomplete combustion. The mixing of the lean main
chamber mixture which includes O2 in excess with the hot incomplete rich com-
bustion products creates vigorous reactions able to reverse the flow for a short
while. However, the combustion in the main chamber is still going on and leads to
flow reversal (around 14 CAD) until combustion weakens and mechanical expan-
sion through piston movement makes pressure in the main chamber always lower
than in the pre-chamber.

Figure 13 shows differences of surface mean temperature ∆T between two
integration surfaces located at the inlet and at the outlet of each duct during TJI.
∆T measures the cooling of the pre-chamber gases during their flow through the
cooled wall ducts. ∆T presents fluctuation at the beginning of TJI process because
of the heterogeneities of the crossing mixture composed of both pockets of burn
gases and fresh gases that flow intermittently through the ducts. Later, from 4 to
8 CAD, the temperature drop through the ducts seems to be stabilized around
140 K for the bigger ducts and 175 K for the smaller ones. ∆T goes down as the
mass flow tends to zero (∆T ∝ ṁ−1) before back flow occurs and TJI ends.

7.3 Main chamber ignition

Before HGE, the fresh gases turbulent jets produced by the pre-chamber act as
a turbulence source for the main chamber. Then, burnt gases reach the exhaust
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Fig. 12: Surface mean species mass fraction, progress variable and fuel air equiva-
lence ratio of the mixture flowing through the ducts.

Integration surfaces

Pre-chamber

Main chamber

Fig. 13: Evolution of temperature difference between inlet and outlet of the ducts
next to mass flow through the ducts (left). Sketch of the integration surfaces used
to compute ∆T (right).

of the ducts and hot products turbulent jets act as both an ignition and a tur-
bulence source. Once the main chamber has been ignited, jets sustain combustion
until pressure equilibrium between the two chambers. Figure 14 shows the flame
topology through a plane cut coloured by the heat release ω̇T for three depicted
sequences of the TJI process:

– Ignition by Hot Gases ejection (IHG): pre-chamber products enter the main
chamber. Close to the nozzle of the ducts, heat release is scarce due to a
combination of local stretch and temperature drop through wall heat losses and
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expansion between pre- and main chambers. Because of the high turbulence
intensity, mixing is fast, hot products are quickly diluted into the surrounding
lean fresh mixture and the overall reaction rate is mainly limited by chemistry.
Inner intense mixing regions are chemically active downstream of the jets. No
flamelet structure is observed.

– Combustion Sustained by Hot Gases ejection (CSHG): flames begin to organize
as fronts while jets still sustain combustion by providing more hot products and
turbulence sources until the pressure difference between the two chambers be-
comes negligible. Iso-contours of temperature become parallel suggesting that
a flamelet regime is developing in most of the chamber.

– Combustion Unsustained by Hot Gases ejection (CUHG): wrinkled flames
sweep across the remaining space, consuming the fresh main chamber gases
without significant effect of the weakened hot product jets. Flamelets are ob-
served almost everywhere.

This ignition sequence corresponds very well to the combustion patterns II exper-
imentally established by Yamaguchi et al. [44] where a composite ignition due to a
combined effect of chemical chain branching reactions and flame kernels happens
followed by wrinkled flames.

Figure 15 shows a qualitative estimation of the combustion regime which takes
place inside the main chamber during combustion using the diagram proposed by
Peters [33]. lt is the integral length scale approximated using an empirical relation
suggested by Lumley [26]

lt = hc/6 (7)

where hc is the clearance height. u′t is the fluctuation speed at length scale lt
estimated assuming a Kolmogorov cascade

u′t = û′
(
lt/∆̂

)1/3
, (8)

with û′ is the fluctuation speed at the filter scale ∆̂ extracted from the LES using
an operator derived by Colin et al. [6]. Each marker corresponds to space-averaged
values along the flame front (c = 0.3 ± 0.05) inside the main chamber. This low
value of progress variable is used to minimize the bias due to increased viscosity
and density across the flame. As observed in Fig. 14, combustion seems to begin
in a thickened-wrinkled flame regime and tends to go towards wrinkled flamelets
as u′t decreases with time.

8 Conclusion

This work has shown that it was possible to perform a high-fidelity, body fitted,
chemically accurate LES of pre-chamber ignition in a real ICE configuration. It
includes pre-chamber filling and combustion phases. According to the physical and
chemical characteristics of the jets, the ignition and burning processes occurring
inside the main chamber have been identified, clarified and linked with academic
studies of TJI. More generally, results confirm the power of high-fidelity LES cou-
pled to accurate chemistry description, precise TCI models and massively parallel
codes to analyze phenomena controlling pre-chamber ignition in realistic engine
geometries.
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Fig. 14: Plane cut normal to the x axis, intersecting the duct 3 by its axis and
coloured by the heat release with three iso-contours of temperature for the three
depicted sequences of the TJI process.
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Fig. 15: Qualitative estimation
of the combustion regime dur-
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tion using diagram proposed by
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ity ratios are conditional mean
values for c = 0.3± 0.05 inside
the main chamber.
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